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1 abetting helping

2 Acting-Officer, 
abbrev - AO

non-elected-person with the right and duty for the habitation of
the elected-office for the performance in the honor of that 
which the elected officer would-not-do or could-not-do

3 :AD "anno domini" reference of the time that is based upon the 
time following the death of the Messiah-Yushuah ~aka: Jesus,
:son of the Most-High-God who came to live with us man as a 
man, fulfilled all law and died for the all-man-kind

4 AI
See: SI

artificial intelligence, made by man-kind

5 aiding helping

6 allegiance condition of the faithful honor to the chose association

7 AOC-1778-AD Articles of Confederation of 1778

8 authentication certified -verification of the authority: matter, person, party, etc

9 autograph
See: signum

written-signum by an author or: authority

10 BCA-1933-AD Bank Conservation Act of 1933 ~EBA-1933-AD~

11 BAR British Accreditation Registry: London-City-State

12 beneficiary the equity-owner and due-recipient of the substance of the 
trust

13 count tally

14 close condition-made as the end

15 closure
See: Termination

end-made of an obligation for the fraud upon the contract with
the keeping of the any-security-interest 

Complete all; 100%

16 Concession-1213-
AD

Concession of the wholly-giving of the all-authority for Ireland 
and England to the Almighty-God-Messiah-Yushuah, Yudah 
~Peter~, Benjamin ~Paul~ and the Holy-Church of the 
Messiah-Yushuah ~Jesus~.

17 chief POTUSA-1863-AD -head of the military

18 COD, -UOT Course-Of-Dealing, Usage-Of-Trade
COD means common basis for the comprehending an other's 
commercial conduct, 
UOT means method of merchant dealing that is regularly 
observed and expected with respect to the transaction

19 commander PFTUSA-1787-AD -head of the military

20 community a people of an area-group: city, state, nation

21 contract an agreement, verbal or written for the trade of value

22 country association of the joined counties of any state-land-area

23 county association of the joined-cities of any community-land-area

24 covenant an verification of the certification of a written contract

25 CRT Critical-Race-Theory; race means "lost"; :Critical is the lost 
race-theory. :Ex See: Willie-Lynch-Letter: Hegelian-Di-a-lectic.

26 :CSSCPSG Complete Sentence Sense Correct Parse Syntax Grammar 
for the ordered, structured, *one-meaning in the sentence-
language-format

*:ex:  too plus 2 = fore;  2 + to = 4; and: 2+2=4 -- all sound 
same.
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27 - hyphen,  -  means: combination of the word-meaning

:ex  of the Colorado-State (n); of the Colorado (adj) State (n)

28 : colon, :  means: preceding indicator of the fact/ noun. 

:ex  run (v), :run (n) ~on the run~

29 ~ tilde, for the meaning of the in-clusion 

:ex  :Acting-Officer ~:AO~ ; :UCC-1963-AD ~D.C. Code~

30 decree authority-order or decision

31 declare
See: Proclaim

statement of a decree or intention

32 DOI-1776-AD Declaration of Independence of 1776 ~:Constitution-Law~

33 document material- evidence in the written-form

34 drive means: legal-authorized-commercial -loco[-al]-motion

35 dumb-down lack of education: wisdom, understanding and knowledge of 
some thing(s)

36 EBA-1933-AD Emergency Bank Act of 1933 ~aka: BCA-1933-AD~

37 election condition of the choosing

38 english derivative language of the Hebraification of the Eurasian-
languages by the Northern-Kingdom-tribe children of Ysrael ~ 
Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Zebulun, Issachar, Dan, Gad, Napthali
Asher, Joseph: Northern kingdom: Ysrael~ enslaved into 
Eurasia 600 B.C. ~KJV- 2 Kings 17~ 

40 FARA-1938-AD Foreign Agent Registration Act of 1938

41 FFBA-1954-AD Federal Foundation of the BAR Association of 1954

42 foreign-agent
See: BAR

one who implements the purpose of a foreign master.  :Ex -
B.A.R. -at-torney.

43 FSIA-1976-AD Foreign Sovereign immunity Act of 1976

44 GCRD# ~Arizona-State-Country-~Gila County Recorder-Document-#

45 grammar order of the words-rules in a language

46 grantor one who gives the authority or thing

47 heir one-born with the right to the property; a prince, :settlor

48 Holy-Church reference to the body of the Messiah-Yushuah

49 human means: monster, hybrid from man

50 idiot wholly-deceived of the X-variable; clue-less

51 ignorant aware of the X-variable but not fully informed

52 issue
See: Matter

a state of an agreement with where is a contention

53 king one-chosen or heir-ascended to the sovereign-duty with the 
leader -over-standing of the retinue 

54 language tool of communication for the conveyance of the intention

55 law the moral ~:righteous~ -law of the God of Abraham, Isaac, 
Yacob and: Holy-Church

56  lawful that which is do-able within the bounds of the DOI-1776-AD -
Constitution-Law

57 legal that lawful activity requiring statutory authorization

58 loyalty faithful in the keeping of the stated-purpose or oath
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59 man male and female species of man-kind -descendants; not = hu-
man

60 martial-law rules of government-ministration in the keeping of the military-
law: DOI-1776-AD -Constitution-Law

61 martial-rule government-ministration by the military-rule with the military-
law

62 matter
See: Issue

a state of an agreement with the lack of a contention

63 Monroe-Doctrine the USofA-government -ministeration -Hegelian-Dialectic for 
the fighting against the Democratic-Socialism-Communism-
Totalitarianism-Agenda

64 oath appeal -made under the highest-judgment-authority to 
maintain loyalty

65 Ohioan means: born-settlor. :Ex D-J:Hill-Ohio-(c)-1958-AD, :Summit-
County.

66 orders command by the authority

67 parse part of the whole. 
:ex Dis-trict means: devil-trick ; Di-strict means: double-strict.

68 performance fact of the conformity to the contract-covenant

69 person means: previous -son

70 PE-2016-AD Political-Election -2016

71 PFTUSA-1787-AD President for the United States of America of 1787

72 POTUSA-1863-AD President of the United States of America of 1863

73 PCRD# ~Arizona-State-Country-~Pinal County Recorder Document #

74 pledge statement of the oath

75 Pledge-of-
Allegiance

statement of the oath of the loyalty to the sovereign-state

76 policy government written-habitual-method for the keeping of the law

77 politic government method for the control of the people

78 presumption :the -Pre~before~ -set -legal -starting -*[as]sumption used 
upon the initial contact that is subject to the after-sequences 
of the **in-ferences

*assumption means: un-verified idea
**inference means: clarification-made upon the assumption

79 proclaim
See: Declare

open, broad, conspicuous pronouncement of a declar[e]-ation

80 procuration held-right of the decision for an other in or on a issue or: 
matter

81 public-record recordation -duty for the availability to the all people in the 
public

82 race means: lost of Ysrael.

83 republic means: back ~again~ to the people in the public

84 settle pay all of the debt

85 settlor one who is born-heir for the as-king and -surance for the 
ministeration of the trust, :ex :DOI-1776-AD -Constitution 
et-:al

86 SI
See: AI

spiritual intelligence, made by the Creator-God-Yah, -:Ancient-
of-Days, -:Father-of-Spirits.

87 signum signature or autograph with-:al.
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See: autograph

88 signum-statement a written-declaration that qualifies the signum

89 SOG son-of the Most-High-God ~KJV- Romans -8.15~

90 sovereign adult-heir-grantor -minister-beneficiary-status with the over-
standing of the derived-authority

91 standing reference to the ward or sovereign -operation -duty in the 
community

92 state that which is in the live-condition

93 subrogation a commerce- reference name for the business-necessity

94 status reference to the live / dead, settlor / grantor and ward / 
sovereign condition

95 syntax
See: parse

use of the word- order and meaning in the language 
agreement: tense, number, person

96 termination
See: Closure

end-made of an obligation for the fraud upon the contract

97 travel right for the change of the location

98 trust all actions involving property maintenance and management

99 trustee duty-bound-holder of the beneficiary-equity for the as-king 
and -surance of the complete-ad-vantage-made upon the 
beneficiary

100 UCC-1963-AD Uniform Commercial Code of 1963 ~D.C. Code~

101 UCC- 1-207
(1-308)

See: UCC- 1-103

Performance or acceptance under reservation of rights
':i reserve the right to not be compelled to perform under a 
contract, commercial-agreement, or: bankruptcy that i did not 
enter into knowingly, voluntarily and intentionally. 
Furthermore, i refuse to accept the liability for the any-
compelled-benefit for the any-unrevealed -contract or 
commercial-agreement or bankruptcy.'

102 UCC- 1-103

See: UCC- 1-207 (1-
308)

Supplementary general principles of law applicable
Unless displace by the particular provisions of this subtitle, 
the principles of law and equity, including the law merchant
and the law relative to capacity to contract, principal and 
agent, estoppel, fraud, misrepresentation, duress, coercion, 
mistake, bankruptcy, or other validating or invalidating cause 
shall *supplement it provisions.

*principles of law and equity means: DOI-1776-AD -
Constitution-Law
*supplement means: that which is added to a thing to 
complete it. State v. Day, 189 Ind. 243, 123 N.E. 402, 403; 
People ex rel. Astor Trust Co. v. State Tax Commission, 174 
App.Div. 320, 160 N.Y.S. 854, 858 [;] in the nature of the 
Black's Law Dict, 4th Ed, 1968.

103 UOT, -COD Usage-of-Trade, -Course-of-Dealing
UOT means method of merchant dealing that is regularly 
observed and expected with respect to the transaction,
COD means common basis for the comprehending an other's 
commercial conduct 

104 :USofA :United-States-of-America

105 ward settlor -child or grantor -not-competent or otherwise-impaired 
beneficiary

106 Ysrael reference to the *people, belief and land of the lineages: 
Abraham, Ysaac, Yacob/ -Ysrael and: **Holy-Church of the 
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Messiah-Yushuah.

*people means: Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Zebulun, 
Issachar, Dan, Gad, Naphtali, Joseph, Benjamin, Asher; See: 
KJV- Genesis- chs: 48 -49.
**Holy-Church means: believer-body of the Messiah-Yushuah;
See: KJV -all.

:Pledge of the Allegiance to the United-States-of-America
CSSCPSG

For the Cause :i -man -Ohioan -Sovereign -pledge :allegiance 

of the the
Consequence

with the USofA-1776-AD -DOI-1776-AD -Covenant -Constitution; and
with that re-public for -:which -it -stands

with the derived-authority from the State-Country-man-Setllors and 
Grantors

is/are  is

with the claim as the one-nation 

of the contract of the DOI-1776-AD -Constitution-Covenant 
between the Almighty-God and the USofA-people, -:under
the Almighty-God, 
not-divided, and 

with the terms with the liberty and justice for the all-State-Country-man-heirs 
of the DOI-1776-AD -Concession-1213-AD -Torah -Covenants -nation

with the law of the DOI-1776-AD -et al for the as-king and -surance 
for the complete -life, liberty, property and happiness -made upon the 
State-Country-man -beneficiary -All

by the authority by the law of the DOI-1776-AD -Covenantors ~:USofA-people and 
Almighty-God -Messiah-Yushuah, -:Creator~.

:Pledge of the Allegiance to the United-States-of-America

:i -man -Ohioan -Sovereign -pledge upon the allegiance 
with the USofA-1776-AD -DOI-1776-AD -Covenant -Constitution; and 
with that re-public for -:which -it -stands with the derived-authority 
from the State-Country-man-Setllors and Grantors is 
as the one-nation of the DOI-1776-AD -Constitution-Covenant 
between the Almighty-God and the USofA-people, 
-: under the Almighty-God, not-divided; and with the liberty and justice
for the all-State-Country-man-heirs of the DOI-1776-AD -Concession-
1213-AD -Torah -Covenant -nations with the law of the DOI-1776-AD 
-et al for the as-king and -surance for the complete -life, liberty, 
property and happiness -advantage-made upon the State-Country-
man -beneficiary-all by the law of the DOI-1776-AD -Covenantors 
~:USofA-people and Almighty-God -Messiah-Yushuah, -:Creator~.

In the Complete-Honor: DOI-1776-AD;
GCRD# -:2022-012369; PCRD# -:2023-033293

:January -01 -2024-AD:___________________________
:Darrell-James: Hill-Ohioan-KR -et-:al -
:Ambassador-Trustee: Concession-1213-AD -2020-AD;
:Procurator-Complete: PE-2022-AD -EBA-1933-AD -Covenant -:2021-AD

as the PFTUSA-1787-AD -AO -Commander -:2021-AD and:
as the POTUSA-1863-AD -AO -Chief -:2021-AD
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